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TROOPER JAMES CRUICKSHAND 

Statement: "Three Call Night" 

 

 

[Trooper James sits down and clips the lavalier microphone to his shirt.] 

My name is Trooper James Cruickshand.  It was about seven p.m. when the guy blew by 

me in the black Jeep Cherokee, doing over ninety miles per hour.  He was coming from 

the direction of Lake Meer, headed east on Route 86 towards Red Rock Falls.  I was 

sitting in my cruiser at the junction of 86 and Old Military Road, my radar gun trained in 

the Lake Meer direction.  Ninety-four miles an hour.  There hadn’t been one of those in a 

long time.  Maybe months.  Maybe longer.  And as the guy whizzed by me, in the fading 

light, I thought I saw that he was bare-chested. 

 So, as you know, we were all on alert for the hermit.  State, County, Local.  The 

one the townies were calling the Man in the Woods.  He wasn’t a suspect, not then, but 

we knew he’d been coming down off the mountain and had an FTP – that’s a failure to 

pay – for one ticket or another.  He was what we call a POI, or a “person of interest.”   

I remember I thought, Jesus and Mary, because of the bare chest, this could be 

him, and swung out behind the Cherokee.   

Right away, I didn’t think I could catch the guy.  Thing was – he was headed right 

into the hornet’s nest; the State Trooper Barracks in Cold Brook, the hamlet in between 

Meer and Rock Falls.  I didn’t think he had any idea either – I’d caught the yellow blur of 

New Jersey license plates.  Now I thought: Stolen vehicle.   

 So, I flip on the lights, gather speed, and grab up the radio.  “3E15 to 911.”  They 

clicked on.  “3E15, go ahead.”  “I got a black Jeep Cherokee, New Jersey plates, in 

excessive speed headed east on route 86 at old Military Rd.” 

 I hear the 911 operator dispatch the call.  “All units, we have a black Cherokee in 

excessive speed eastbound on route 86.” 

 I was roaring along, up over the hill and the curve, now barreling along the 

straightaway.  My Caprice could get going – no problem.  So, I see him passing another 

car about a half a mile ahead of me.  The guy’s just white-knuckling it, really cruising.  

We’re not supposed to give chase if the speeds are in excess of 100 miles per hour and I 
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was already doing more than that.  The sedan in front of me slows down and pulls off 

onto the shoulder, and then a Land Rover ahead of it.  Coming into Cold Brook I gotta 

slow to about seventy, and I’m keeping safe as I could.  One of my fellow Troopers has 

got the lights blazing and is pulling out to form a blockade, but the Jersey boy just whips 

around, his own SUV dangerously listing to the side, dipping on those shocks.  I chase 

him all the way into the Rock Falls outskirts before he pulls over. 

 I switch on the takedown lights and get out, hand on my gun.  The speeder is 

already getting out of his vehicle – nearly falling out.  He’s pointing and jumping.  I got 

my gun on him and shout: “Put your hands on your head!  Put your hands on your head!”   

 He looked utterly frantic.  He also looked wet.  He was in his late twenties, 

maybe, well-built guy, jumping up and down.  Good build on him.  Didn’t really fit the 

description of the hermit at all (we called him Noah; no one knew his real name at that 

time) – like I said, it had just been the bare chest.  I remember water drops are flying off 

of the speeder’s hair, catching the sunset.  I thought, no doubt he’s cranked on something.  

Probably speed.  Just because we’re in the mountains doesn’t mean we don’t have speed, 

crank, meth, glass, whatever the cookers want to call it.  We have everything there is to 

shoot, snort, or suck up in the woods, trust me on this.  I’ve busted kids driving on 

shrooms, but I’ve also dropped in on them laying lines of coke, shooting junk.  One time 

there was a guy who was stuck up in the High Peaks – Scarface, the mountain – so 

fucked up on peyote (that southwestern, desert shaman mesc), he had crapped himself 

and was eating it like it was hamburger. 

 The speeder, the Jersey boy, is hopping up and down, wet, like I said.  He’s 

pointing over his shoulder, behind him, toward the Falls village.  “Get down!  Get down 

on the ground!”  I was advancing on him.  It had been overcast all day, light rain on and 

off.  He looked soaked, like it had been wet inside of the car.  He was yelling at me.  The 

wind was up.  “Hospital!” he yelled.  I kept moving in on him.  Trooper O’Rourke had 

pulled up behind me at this point.  I heard the driver door open and slam shut.  O’Rourke 

walked up behind me.  I heard him arm his weapon, racking the pistol’s slide so that a 

bullet entered the chamber.  I remember that sound made my heart flip. 

 “Down!  Down!”  I was about twenty feet away from the speeder.  I hadn’t pulled 

right up behind him – not when a perp gives you such a chase.  Just because it’s the sticks 
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didn’t mean some of these guys aren’t dangerous.  A lot of them are loaded, boozed-up 

and coked-up, like I say, driving around with shotguns as loaded as they are, let me tell 

you.  Even if they weren’t local; they got here, they got crazy, that’s what we’d say.  One 

guy had a compound bow once.   

 “Hospital!”  The Jersey boy yells again.  He’s really frantic – his face had this 

stretched, pained look.  He was pointing in the car with one hand and over his shoulder 

with the other.  I call over, “Is anybody hurt?”   He didn’t answer me.  He starts to get 

back in the car.  “Stop!  Freeze!”  He’s almost back in the car when I got off a shot, just a 

warning way up over his head.  First time I’d discharged my weapon in eight years.  Then 

he closed the door shut all of the way – I could hear him scream – and the Cherokee took 

off again.  O’Rourke was running back to his car and I was getting into mine.  The radio 

was alive with chatter – O’Rourke was doing most the talking.     

 The speeder gave us chase all the way through town, careening around cars, 

running lights, nearly clipping pedestrians.  When he started out the backend of town I 

got it – he was going to the hospital.  I mean, he’d been saying that, but how was I to 

know?  I remember I could smell the gunpowder and my gun was hot against my leg.  

Why they call it a burner. 

 At the back end of town the other straightaway stretches outta town, you know, 

and it was getting dark, sun almost gone, and this Jersey boy pumped his Cherokee up to 

near a hundred again in a forty miles an hour zone.  He was definitely balling it for the 

hospital.  I remember I was terrified he was going to centerpunch someone coming out a 

side road, just really blast them right out of their vehicle.  O’Rourke and I stayed right on 

him, right until he pulled up to the Emergency entrance.   

 We get out and he gets out and we are screaming at him, running over.  This guy 

goes into his back seat and is doing something in there.  He’s maybe getting out a 

shotgun.  Who knows, right?  You gotta assume it.  He’s not just worried about getting a 

mover. Looking to toss his stash maybe – though why he would have waited so long to 

get rid of it I wouldn’t have been able to say.  We ordered him to stop, but he didn’t.  

We’re trained to bluff, cops – all cops are taught to bluff – but I knew we didn’t have that 

luxury.   
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 I fired my weapon again, this time catching him in the ribs and he lets out this 

sound like “awwhuff!” and he goes down into a crumple on the pavement.  I had no 

choice, you know, this guy was a total variable, a lot of potential victims around, 

including me and O’Rourke.  Still, Jersey boy scrambles back up and goes diving into the 

back of the car.  You should’ve seen it.   

 My finger is on the trigger when we get there, closing in, and we’re right on top 

of him when he pulls out this baby kid, man, about three years old or so, who is all blood 

about the head.  This kid is all bloody on his head, and he’s wet too, a little, but the blood 

is drying in places, I couldn’t totally tell.  O’Rourke says “Oh, God,” and he looks at me 

and we’re thinking the same thing, the both of us: did we shoot the kid?  You think that.  

What else do you think?  Our Jersey boy is now oozing blood from the side of his torso, 

going a little blue in the lips, pale in the face, looking harried as all hell, and he’s got this 

little baby kid who’s a mess too, but not crying, which was weird, I remember how the 

kid wasn’t crying, and I, I’ve, uh...  I’ve had a couple dreams about that kid, let me tell 

you.  So, we help the guy into the emergency with the, uh, wounded child.  

  

** 

 

 

It’s nine o’clock and the kid is in intensive care and so is the father.  What I could get 

from him before he passed out was that our Jersey boy had been in the shower, alone at 

home with his son, when he heard the cries.  Wasn’t from Jersey at all – he was friggin’ 

local.  So he gets out of the shower, dripping wet, and finds the kid on the kitchen floor, 

little head busted.  “Likes to climb,” the father-speeder told me breathlessly.  “He’s in a 

climbing phase.”  Climbed up on some boxes, got on the counter, got into some knives, 

fell off and gouged himself and cracked his head.  Head trauma and a puncture wound.  

Not looking good for the father.  These kind of things lately have been about the dad 

losing it, shaking or hitting the kid.  He’ll have to be investigated thoroughly, is what 

they’ll do. 
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 I tried to ask him about the Jersey plates and I guess his girlfriend, the kid’s 

mother, had brought the car from there, something like that.  They never changed the reg, 

which just added on to his sheet of charges.  Still a lot of questions to be answered. 

 I had my own answering to do, having shot the speeder; the father, you know.  I 

handed my piece over to O’Rourke, who wasn’t going to force me to make a statement 

with I.A. on the spot.  I don’t know, I guess I was a little in shock – I’d only ever shot a 

bear.  I was in shock, yeah, is what they told me later. 

 So I keep hanging around the place, and it’s because I’m concerned about how the 

little guy comes out of it, and how much truth the dad was or wasn’t giving me, but it was 

also something else.   

 My old man was there.  I don’t like to talk about it, but my old man was there in 

the hospital.  Okay, so, Sheriff’s Department found 50 half-gallon bottles of homemade 

gin in his basement out in Clear Lake.  They found him dead drunk – almost, almost dead 

– and brought him in.  The docs told me that since he was 65, and had aged… 

preternaturally, I think was what they said, I’m not a doctor…that he would have a real 

hard time with the DTs so they induced a coma on him.  I didn’t know they could do that, 

or would do that, but they do and they did.  So my dad was in the hospital and now I was 

here and I hadn’t seen him since I’d found him face down in his own piss so I found 

myself wandering around to his room. 

 My dad was in ‘Nam and came back angry and all fucked up and scared and 

started drinking a few years later.  I understand ‘Nam was bad, ‘Nam was horrible, ‘Nam 

was a fuckin’ nightmare, but I don’t know.  It’s not becoming of a soldier to behave like 

that, getting his own face punched-in by the gin every night and sobbing about his sawed 

off hand.  When I was coming up through it, I had to stand there in the Trooper Academy 

one night for six hours, all night, holding my boots out at my sides, in the pouring rain, 

yelling, “These are my boots, drill sergeant!  These are my boots, drill sergeant!” while 

the old fuck – sorry – paced around me and chewed me a new asshole I stood there, my 

arms screaming, but I did it.   I did it and never bitched about it.   

 I drink beers, yes, off duty, but I always keep my head on.  That time Jackie said I 

was too forward with her was her own fault.  She wears those come-on-me clothes and 

flashes her ass and tits to all the cops in the bar.  Sorry.  But I figured I had to see the old 
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man, as long as I was there, and then I’d get back to seeing about the kid and the kid’s 

father.  There was something about the father, named Stender.  I don’t know.  There was 

something, and then it was a day later that it all happened.  It just…he…I don’t know.  

Sorry for the cursing, there.  “Every time you curse you hurt the angels.”  The one thing 

my dad taught me.  Oh, and “money don’t fix money problems.” I don’t know about 

seeing angels after ‘Nam.  Maybe after gin.  Oh, and, “too much security lulls one into 

complacency.”  My old man made me memorize that, too.   

 

** 

 

 

So, I don’t know how I got into this, but you said you wanted everything.  So, dad lay in 

the bed in his induced coma.  He looked ninety to me.  I watched him and before I left I 

thought about ma, just for a second, ma who came from that big, horribly huge family, 

and how me and dad had no siblings, just ma’s family, and maybe somehow that always 

made us feel like outsiders.  Maybe.  My ma was a Patnode, originally, her maiden name 

or what have you.  Grew up playing with some of the Rayberry girls.  I’m sure you hear 

about the Rayberrys, and that tragedy.  That’s…that’s somethin’ else.  I don’t think the 

town ever got over it.  And that’s got something to do with this all, I guess, I mean, it’s at 

the center of it somewhere, these two families; The Rayberrys and the Stenders.  

Somehow.  You know, I took that one job after I met the woman Carl Stender called the 

cops about.  That’s one way to meet a client.  Oh, so, I moonlight as a P.I..  But you know 

that.  I don’t take many cases.  It beats sitting home, anyway becoming like my old man. 

[He lights a cigarette.]   

 Can I smoke?  I started smoking again.  Where was I?  [Listens.]  Right, I looked 

at my dad laying there for a second and then I shut the door.  My shift was over, but I 

thought I would drive around some, see if I could find any trouble, see if I could get the 

image of this kid takin’ a header off a kitchen shelf, this image of my dad laying in his 

own piss and fifty half-gallon bottles of gin in his leaking basement, see if I could get 

these images out of my head.  I left the hospital, walked into the night, got into my 
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cruiser and drove away.  I was supposed to go and give my statement to an investigator. I 

didn’t have my piece, but, like I told you, they said I was in shock. 

 

** 

 

 

I took a right out of the hospital and headed to Clear Lake.  I didn’t want to go back to the 

Barracks.  I just wanted to drive a little.  I was going to have a mountain of paperwork 

after the Jersey b-, er, the father-speeder situation.  First I needed to clear my head, I 

guess.  I wasn’t drinking.  I’ve said that.  This was the strangest night of my cop life, let 

me tell you.  And I kept thinking about the hermit, about Noah.  One of these guys 

wrapped up in a controversy but you can never pin anything on him, do you know what I 

mean?  But we all knew.  A person of interest.  But I guess I said that. 

 Outside of Clear Lake I saw the Black Escalade swerve over the yellow line and 

so I flipped on my cherries and the takedown lights.  It was fully night now, approaching 

11 p.m.   

 The vehicle pulled over right away.  I walked to the car with my flashlight out and 

trained on the driver.  I could sense that he was nervous and once I got up to the window 

I smelled alcohol. 

 “Evening,” I said.  What I said, just like that.  I felt calm considering the active 

shit I’d just gone through.  The driver, though, wasn’t calm.  He looked up at me with 

wide eyes and I could see he was shaking a little.  He had his hands on the steering 

wheel, right where I could see them.  I knew this wasn’t the first time he’d been pulled 

over.  “Had anything to drink tonight?” 

 “Yes sir,” he said.  I put him in his mid-twenties, or so.  He had a ball cap on and 

sunglasses perched on the brim of the cap.  “I’ve had two.” 

 Two, I thought.  Two.  They all say “two.”  Somebody should tell these idiots that 

“two” is a euphemism for “I’m fuckin’ seein’ pink elephants.”   So, I swept my light 

around the interior of the car.   I remember the night was cooling off – the day had gotten 

up to around sixty-five, but it was the fifties now.  You may remember, it was that real 

Indian Summer, went well into November, and then winter came on like a lion, all over 
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night it seemed like.  Anyway, the kid, though, is sweating, like sweating, even though it 

was cool.  I can still see the perspiration on his forehead when I brought the torch, you 

know, the flashlight, back around on him.  Then, on the floorboard in front of the 

passenger seat I see a six-pack of Bud Lite.  Two of the cans are gone.  Maybe, I’m 

thinking, he did have two.  He would be the exception to the rule for every dipshit that 

said “two” when you asked them if they’d been drinking.  Still, he was going to get it for 

open container and failure to keep right.   

 “Officer,” he said.  There was some panic in his voice, or something.  He was 

edgy.  I swung the light back to his face again. 

 “I really have to go.  Like really bad.” 

 “Excuse me?”  I remember my body tense.  Don’t tell me I’m going to have two 

chases in one day.  That would be more than the last five years. You know? 

 “I have to go to the bathroom.  Really, really bad.” 

 I looked at him.  He squinted in my flashlight.  There was a radio station playing 

low.  Rich tourist kid.  Jersey Plates.  Again. “License and registration, please.” 

 He started fumbling around for his wallet.  I watched him carefully.  The sweat 

was rolling freely now.  His face looked like he was really uncomfortable.  “Number one 

or number two?”  I don’t know why I said it.  I’d heard everything at drunk stops:  “My 

wife is in labor,” that was a good one.  “I have to drink – it’s a condition.”  You’d get that 

from time to time.  And then there was often just the pleading.  The con.  “Please, man, 

please.  I can’t afford it.”  Or, “I can’t go back to jail.”  Or, “Come on man, cut me a 

break.”  They try to play to your sympathies as a human being.  They don’t know your 

sympathies had long since been drilled out of you.  A perp was not a babydoll.  A perp 

was just a perp.  A number.  Really, of course, bureaucratically, a perp was dollars and 

cents.  I can say that now, having quit the force.  This was my last night as a State 

Trooper, which you know, but you told me to tell you everything, so here I am, telling 

you.   

 He looked at me and I saw hope fill his face.  “I’m gonna be sick, I mean.” 

 “Well, you’re gonna have to hold it in.”  I didn’t know what else to say.   

 I took his license.  And here it is: he’s another Stender.  First name Raymond.  I 

figured right away it wasn’t a coincidence, because of the plates, because of the holiday 
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oncoming.  Raymond Stender.  From Morristown.  The Boss was from Morristown, I 

believe.  I thought to ask him that but didn’t.  My head was rolling in strange places.  

Probably having something to do with my old man.  Maybe that’s why I told you about 

him.  Or shooting the father-speeder; I don’t like to shoot.  “I have a bad stomach,” he 

says.  “Well, you shouldn’t be drinking,” I tell him.  “Step out of the car.” 

 I knew I really didn’t need to field test him.  He was probably only a little buzzed.  

Mostly he looked scared.  Of what I didn’t know, not then.  But when he stepped out of 

the car he vomited on himself.  I mean, he got some on himself and on the road.  “Oh, 

Jesus,” I said.   I let him get some newspaper from the car and wipe his pant leg off.  

Then I ran him through the tests, touching his nose and saying the alphabet and walking 

the line.  He passed.  He was shaking, but he passed fine.  He was on his way to get 

drunk, I figured, but not tied into it yet.   

 I heard my radio going in the car.  We were in the middle of nowhere – I could 

hear the horses whinnying in the barn on Tomlin’s farm.  “Get back in your vehicle, go 

ahead,” I said.  

 I walked back to the car with this his license.  I picked up the CB and answered 

the call.  “3E15.” 

 So, this is where there was the naked man walking down the road near Clear Lake 

Beach.  The third call.  Well, the speeder wasn’t really a call, it was a catch, but I still 

think of this as “three call night.”  Like Three Dog Night.  Back when they were good – 

before Schermie was replaced with Ryland.  Like Hard Labor – those days.  So, the 

naked man, a groom; apparently he’d shimmied out of his tuxedo, was the word.  There 

was the wedding party out there, groomsmen and bridesmaids getting ploughed after 

somebody tied the knot, I forget who, or if I ever knew, I don’t know.  You probably 

know.  This has got to be confusing.  It’s the best I can remember it for you.  So, it was 

O’Rourke calling me.  He’d seen me head out this way after the hospital, and took the 

opportunity to give me a rash of shit, too, about not following procedure after the 

shooting at the hospital.  He was on his way back to Cold Brook to speak for me; had 

directed the call to me, the son of a bitch.  O’Rourke’s a good cop, though.   

 “Okay,” I said to 911, “okay.”   
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 [Puts out cigarette and is quiet for a few seconds.]  For a moment, I swear, I’ve 

never done it before and never would, I don’t think, but I thought about just firing rounds 

off into the dark and hitting the cows, horses, pigs, chickens, whatever was there.  I 

thought about chucking the puke-stained rich kid in there with the animals and shooting 

at him in the stinking blackness.  I told you I wasn’t drinking; they said I was in shock.  I 

thought about a lot of absurd things.  Stress of the job, even in the sticks - you don’t 

know.  It can get to you.  It was something.  It was like…I thought I’d be preventing 

something.  I don’t know. 

 Anyway, I brought myself out of it and walked back to the Stender kid.  “Get off 

the road right away,” I said.  “Couple more of those and you’ll be illegal.”  Then I 

thought about it and asked him, “You know anything about this wedding going on?” 

 I could tell right away he did.  Saw it in his eyes, which, I’m telling you the truth, 

were filling up with tears.   

 “Yessir,” he said about it.  “I didn’t go.  But the one guy there, the groom, Pete, 

he’s really out of it.  He was in the store, the little one out here.” 

 “The General?” 

 “Yeah.  Yessir.” 

 “He was intoxicated?” 

 The kid was nodding.  He really looked shot.  I told him to get going, to never let 

me catch him again. 

 “Yessir,” he said, “yes officer, thank you.”  He was crying, wiping his pant legs 

with newspaper along the outside.  I wondered, though, just for a second, if he’d made 

himself puke.  I knew a guy who could do that, back in the Academy days.  He puked 

himself right out of there and ended up working security at an interstate toll booth.  Good 

fucking money.  Low risk.  Sorry, but, yeah.  “Go on,” I said.   

 I went back to the car and headed toward Clear Lake Beach.  I wasn’t ready to 

quit or anything, not right at this point.  It had been a bad night, but I wasn’t a quitter.  I 

thought of my father as I drove, and wondered if he was a quitter, so, yeah.  I figured I 

couldn’t actually say one way or the other, though in my heart, I felt he was.   

 It wasn’t until I ran into the linebacker-sized guy dragging his tuxedo behind him, 

al fresco, if that’s what they say, okay, dick and marys swinging, it wasn’t until those 
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events that happened there, along route 5 past the beach, there, I mean, it wasn’t until 

these things happened, in the woods there, that I was done with it.  For good.   

 

** 
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SELMA 

 

 

The day Selma Stender’s great great great grandchild was born she sat reclined on the 

edge of Clear Lake, watching as the wind churned the lake a dark navy blue and full of 

chop.  She was 98 years old, 98 years and tens of thousands of miles from her birthplace 

in Stockholm.  Today ushered in the great great great grandson, Christer, born to her 20 

year-old great great grandson William, son to her 42 year-old great grandson Philip, son 

of her 61 year-old grandson Isak, first-born child of her own third child, the 80 year-old 

Lanzo.  It was a mouthful. 

 The maple leaves rustled in the fitful wind so that their backsides flutter-showed 

with their lighter fronts.  Selma’s dress flapped at her ankles, above them she was 

wrapped in a thin wool blanket.  She felt her hair tickle her forehead and she could smell 

suntan lotion, pollen, honeysuckle, birch-bark campfire and the water; a smell like fish 

but also like iron, or rust, its flat color that of gunmetal, of the bulwark of a ship that drew 

immigrants across the sea.  Along the water’s edge the grass grew long and bended in the 

breeze.  Here there were the stalks of long, thin fescue grass that her late husband would 

have plucked and stuck in his mouth to chew on as he wrapped his knuckles against his 

legs and scanned with green-blue eyes for the next adventure.  It would be almost thirty 

years since Evan had passed. 

 Her heart would be what ended her.  She could feel it now, the arrhythmia she had 

lived with in recent years doing its little flutter every few minutes, the spindling veins in 

her chest and arms stretching and brittle and urging the thin, tepid blood through her 

body.  She smiled and felt the skin in her cheeks and lips and forehead – all the muscles 

working in concert.  She closed her eyes in the breeze; the wind was warm but held a 

secret of cold in it, just the edges of cool, the phantom of it.  Her eyes closed, she slept 

and she dreamed. 

 In her dream, William was talking.  William, one of the two great great 

grandchildren along with Maya; Philip’s children.  William was Carl’s great nephew, and 

at 20 years-old held a kind of torture in his eyes but was hard as iron.  In the dream he 
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was standing along the edge of Clear Lake, only Clear Lake was much bigger now, much 

vaster, like the way she remembered Lake Ontario to be on her trips through to and from 

Canada with Evan years ago, via Watertown and the 1000 Islands Bridge.  William stood 

there in clothes that were both rags and somehow a tuxedo at the same time, and the wind 

here along this dream-lake was fiercer than the wind that had helped lullaby her to sleep 

this afternoon.  Here the gales blew William’s straight, wispy hair flat against the left side 

of his head and it fluttered violently on the other side.  His eyes were glassy, gray-blue 

like the lake, or the color of sky before a storm.  He shuddered in the wind and his lips 

were moving.  He looked older.  Selma heard him then, but his voice was in her head and 

it didn’t match up with his working mouth.   

 “I got responsibilities now,” William said, and from behind the flapping rags of 

his pant legs emerged a small child, a boy of three years-old that she never met, but knew 

was Christer, her triple-great.  She realized, or, some part of her did, that this was looking 

into the future.  In the dream she asked William a question: How do you feel about that?  

William looked away over the lake, only now the lake was no longer there, but instead 

there was a wide and far-reaching plain that reminded her of Iowa, back when Evan 

worked a grain-elevator and would come in at the end of the day with his hands rubbed 

red and raw.  “How do I feel about it?”  William then turned back to look at her and his 

eyes had taken on the greenish hue of Evan’s, his long departed great great grandfather.  

“It’s both good and terrifying.”  He looked right at her and his eyes were still and cold.  

“Do you know what I mean?”  Selma felt herself nod.  She wanted to embrace him but it 

seemed in this dream she had no control over her body; she was akinetic, a passenger.  

She knew what he meant by terrifying.  Life was one thing when you only had yourself to 

care about and worry about, especially for the men.  If you let yourself down, so be it.  

The world didn’t end.  Once you were responsible for another life you suddenly realized 

how dangerous and vast and confusing the world was – you understood this in a whole 

new way.  A child brought some peace, some joy, but it was also the key that opened the 

door to a much bigger world, one that was more tactile and real and imposing than the 

one that had lived solely in your mind as a loner.  She understood William a great deal; 

he was a lot like her late husband Evan. 
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 Selma saw that William was now wearing coveralls and no shirt, a look of Evan’s 

from years ago, as if her thought of him had informed the dream’s design.  “I know,” she 

said to William, who was looking more and more like Evan by the dream-second, “that it 

is tough.  I’ve lived a very long life.  It feels like I have lived many, many lives and yet I 

have somehow always been this person.” 

 “Yes, Selma,” said William/Evan. 

 “You get through, and there are many changes.  But you get through.  You will, 

William.  Just like we all did.” 

 And then William/Evan was gone and only the small baby boy was there, 

standing in the dream-afternoon now that the wind had died and the plains were golden 

and brown.  The baby boy looked up at her with sparkling eyes – the sparkle William had 

lost.  Oh, it was sad.  Indeed, it was sad, to see that sparkle fade.  But what was it?  What 

was there, glimmering in the eyes of the young, the free?  What disappeared so often 

when burdens came, when responsibilities arose?  The glimmer was there now, in this 

wee boy, Christer, even as a runlet of bright red blood traveled down from his fine hair 

and along the side of his button nose.  Selma cried out and fell into it, fell into the dream, 

and the baby boy’s bright eyes, and awoke. 

 The wind had calmed over the lake and the trees with the flickering leaves were 

now swaying gently.  The sun had come out and the water was sparkling.  Selma felt the 

warmth across her cheeks and as she rose she hoped it would penetrate the great chill that 

the dream had fostered.  She began to walk up to the lake house, using her knobby stick 

and breathing slowly. 

 She arrived to find no one in the house.  
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RAYMOND 

 

 

Raymond had spent most of the day drinking coffee and smoking and looking out the 

window before he decided to go into town.  He closed up his laptop and set out in the 

Escalade, mindful as ever of the Jersey plates on the vehicle and keeping his speed down; 

it was tempting to barrel around the curves of the country roads out here and he struggled 

to resist the urge.  He played some Bob Dylan music, advancing the iPod through to the 

slower songs (which weren’t hard to find) in order to keep his blood from rising and his 

foot light.  

 He piloted the Escalade around a bend and over a rise.  The General Store 

appeared on the horizon and he slowed and pulled in, killing the engine when he came to 

a stop.   

 The Stender family was all over the country – and there were both expatriates in 

Europe and those who had never left in the first place.  It was an enormous family – 

starting with Selma there were some 70 to 75 people on the tree.  He was a great great 

grandchild of Mima Selma’s; his father was a Stender, Carl.   

 Raymond Stender got out of the Escalade and stood in the midday sun at over six-

feet tall.  He was 25 years-old.  The Stenders were tall on their German side.  The family 

was a mixed bag of German, Italian, Irish, Dutch and Polish.  His cousin William was 

mostly Irish, and looked nothing like Raymond, nor was built like him.  Where Will was 

stocky and muscled and ruddy, Raymond was tall and stringy and pale.  There were some 

other heritage derivations but he couldn’t keep them all straight, try as he might.  He 

didn’t know why he would care, anyway, and often disliked himself for it, but it remained 

that he did.  His father told him that he’d inherited the interest in genealogy and story-

telling that had come from the great Mima Selma herself.  Raymond thought his father 

was placating him. 

 As he walked to the store, he forced himself to be casual, to be relaxed and at 

ease, but already the guilt had crept in.  He was, after all, going to buy beer.  Though he 

may have told himself he was just taking a drive, maybe getting some ice cream, 
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Raymond had known he was going to get alcohol the second he had mashed out that last 

cigarette and decided he was depressed and bored and going to go for a ride.  It had been 

a switch thrown in the way-back of his mind.  Though he liked to pretend getting some 

beer was a spontaneous, whimsical decision (or, at least, harmless if it even was 

admittedly premeditated), it was an inexorable track he would ride once that switch was 

thrown back in the reaches of his psyche; there was no stopping it.  Bells chimed over his 

head as he stepped into the General Store.   

 Raymond kept his sunglasses on.  He looked young and knew that he would most 

likely be carded for his purchase even though he had bought beer here several times 

already this summer.  The sunglasses would serve as a nice shield against the scrutiny of 

the cashier (even if she was just a girl in braces), because all scrutiny that came his way 

was an examination of his naked soul, and anyone with even half a brain could see into 

him and see that he was black inside, to see his guilt and his sin. 

 It was cool inside the General Store and it smelled like turned milk.  The coolers 

hummed in the back of the main storeroom and Raymond walked there, trying to fix his 

mind on something other than what he was doing.  He was reaching for the cooler with 

the cheap domestic beer in it when the chimes over the General’s front door rattled 

violently and he heard and sensed that something was wrong. 

 

 The man came in with a tuxedo on, gaping at the neck, the black bowtie swinging 

from his collar.  Raymond recognized the tux – he had one at home hanging in the closet, 

still under the plastic – the man was from the wedding.  His suit jacket was covered with 

dirt along one arm, from cuff to elbow, and mud was splotched on his torso.  He was 

harried and drunk, his eyes wide and bulging and sweat twinkling on his forehead.  After 

the screen door slammed behind him he stood, taking great breaths and looking around 

the store.  The store workers – a boy in a grease-smudged apron about fifteen, the brace-

faced girl cashier, and a third, another girl carrying a metal tray with what looked like 

cannolis on it – all stopped what they were doing and looked at the man. 

 “Gotta find a peach,” the tuxedoed man said with big gulps for words, “anybody 

gotta peach?” 
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 He was over six feet tall, Raymond’s height, but much broader and heavier with a 

short-clipped haircut.  His head seemed to Raymond to bulge out along the sides where 

the hair was most closely shorn, as if his skull had been pressed down hard when God 

seated it atop his wide neck.  His eyes swept the store, not really landing on anyone, until 

they landed on Raymond. 

 “Hey, buddy, you know where the peaches are?”  He started to lumber forward, 

first with his one dusted arm and then the opposite foot following, a baby giant taking his 

first steps.  He didn’t recognize Raymond, and Raymond wasn’t surprised.  The man 

pounded out a few paces, stopped, and stood swaying at the end of the aisle where 

Raymond was, the incriminating six-pack of Bud Lite in his hands.  “She wants peaches,” 

the tuxedo-linebacker man said, “peaches and cream.” 

 His eyes were on Raymond, but they also looked through him.  Raymond thought 

he heard thunder rumble outside the store.  “My girl needs a peach,” repeated Tuxedo, 

and resumed taking steps down the aisle.  “She’s on the depra-vera whatever it is.  

Bleeding like a stuck pig.  Now she tells me.  Tonight.  Doesn’t want fucking KIDS.”  He 

stopped halfway down the aisle, as if considering this.  For some reason Raymond’s mind 

turned to the headline on the local newspaper he’d seen coming in.  It was about a 

drowning.  There were a lot of drownings so far this summer – Raymond was an avid 

newspaper reader.  It was guys like this, maybe, that ended up drowning in the middle of 

summer with the horseflies buzzing and the loons calling, sometimes in ankle-deep water, 

foolish, dead. 

 The linebacker groom in the mangled tuxedo was looking down at the tiled floor, 

swaying side to side on his feet.  Raymond looked over at the boy in the smock and the 

boy looked back.  The signal from the boy’s eyes was: Your Guess Is As Good As Mine.  

Then Tuxedo looked up and at Raymond and regarded him in a much different way than 

the stockboy.  Raymond recognized it at once.  It was the fleeting humanity of a person 

on a solid drunk.   

 “Hey man,” said Tuxedo, “you know what I mean?  That shit makes women 

crazy.  Fucks with their hormonal imbalance.”  He then looked around himself, at the 

shelves stocked with peanuts and Ragu sauce and Chef Boyardee canned spaghetti as if 

realizing where he was.   
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 Unaware he was going to do so, Raymond spoke.  “Where you comin’ from, 

man?  Wedding?” 

 “Yeah,” said Tuxedo, heavy with the day’s burden, “From Jack & Strawberry’s.  

You know, I wanted fuckin’, ah, Commander Cody to play, but they thought they were 

going to Deer Lake, not Clear Lake, so they double-booked.”  He laughed at this, and his 

arm flailed out and he struck some of the Boyardee cans which toppled down and crashed 

loudly onto the off-white, black-flecked tiles.  Raymond knew this was a precarious 

thing, to be talking to a drunk.  Tuxedo was very volatile.     

 Then big man softened, or so it seemed to Raymond.  For a moment it looked like 

he might fall over, but he braced himself on the shelf next to him.  “Buffalo,” he said 

quietly, “they were coming from Buffalo.”  He was looking at the tile floor when he said 

this, and then his eyes wandered up to Raymond’s and they were mournful and half-

lidded.  He just looked at Raymond that way for a moment, and Raymond found he could 

look right back.   

 “I’m just an old summer drunk,” said Tuxedo.   

 “Me too,” said Raymond.  Once more, he hadn’t expected to speak. 

 Tuxedo left then, a quieter, more beaten man than the tornado who had entered 

the General Store just moments ago.  He sidewinded as he walked out, his big head 

lowered between his massive shoulders, the tails of his tuxedo jacket swaying.   

 Raymond stood there, six pack in his grip.  His stomach rumbled.  He felt sick.  

He walked up to the cashier and set the six pack on the counter.  

 The cashier, the girl, still in braces indeed, looked up nervously at him.  She 

didn’t ask for ID.  “Thanks,” she said.  And then, “that’ll be six-fifty.” 
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THE WEDDING PARTY, THE CORPORATI,  

THE ABANDONED TROOPER CAR 

 

 

Tom Blackburn watched the bonfire further down the beach.  It was night, and growing 

colder.  He inhaled the fresh air deeply. 

 “In the year one hundred and one they had big black fires licking up into the sky 

everywhere, and the earth was quiet,” he said. 

 He stood up and brushed the beach from the back of his tuxedo pants.  Greg was 

mashing his smoke out in the dark brown sand.  “You think we should tell the girls we’re 

going?”  Greg looked to another groomsman, Aidan, for an answer.  Tom could see his 

face in the light of a waxing moon, three quarters full.  More light reached them from the 

snapping fire the rest of the wedding party congressed around.  “Fuck them,” said Aidan, 

and he hopped down off of the cooler.   

 “I’d like to fuck Gail Goldfine, is who I’d like,” Greg said.  Greg was almost, 

Tom thought once in a while, what the white man called an “actualized being.”   

 Aidan was a different story.  Aidan hadn’t grown up.  He would be going well 

into his forties, Tom knew, before he had a clue about anything.  Aidan had more money 

than the rest of them.  He laughed at Greg’s comment and charged up the sand toward the 

path to the parking area.  He disappeared into darkness.  Greg looked at Tom.  “You 

coming?” 

 Greg, Aidan, Tom, and Pete, the groom.  They called themselves the Corporati.  

They weren’t frat guys.  Pete had been in a frat for a little while, but it hadn’t lasted.  

They were all just friends who’d met as freshman and stayed friends for the five years 

within the walls and the five years since.  More or less.  More or less they had all stayed 

friends; more or less they had all gone to Plattsburgh State for five years.  Now they saw 

each other at the occasional weddings, got together for some holidays, and tried to make 

an annual Winter Solstice party somewhere.  But they were getting older, and it was all 

fading away.  Tom didn’t mind; he was interested in other things, and would’ve rather 

been alone anyway. 

 He left the beach and walked up to the path with Greg.   
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** 

 

“How can you stand it back here, Blackburn?”  Aidan had his Blazer pumped up to sixty.  

They wound along the black strip of road leaning with the curves.  “Nothing ever 

happens around here.” 

 Tom opened his mouth, closed it.  Aidan continued.  “People get married.  They 

have kids.  Most of them have kids without being married.  You’ve got a, uh – what did 

Gail call it?  You’ve got an ‘Unwed Mothers Club’ going on down here.” 

 “Up here,” said Greg.  “You always say ‘down here’.  You live in Albany.  This is 

north of Albany, Aidan.” 

 “So what?” 

 “So you say ‘up here’.  We’re geographically north.  Latitudinally, and altitude-

wise.  Do you get it?”  Aidan was a businessman.  It never ceased to amaze Tom how 

businessmen could be so stupid.  He kept this aphorism to himself.  One did not waste 

one’s pearls.  

 “Shut the fuck up,” said Aidan.  That was his response for a lot of things.  Shut 

the fuck up.  They rolled over the undulating black road, winding left and right, the 

headlights penetrating full night.  Aidan cranked up the stereo.  “This place is for old 

people,” he said.  His eyes went to the rearview mirror and he looked into Tom’s.  “It’s 

for old people down here,” he said.  Tom thought he saw a flash of Aidan’s perfect smile.   

 Greg was silent, drawing a rail of coke across the little mirror he carried.  I’m a 

regular speed feed, Greg would say.  Tom thought that it was a clever enough thing to 

say.  Speed feed.  He wondered only briefly why he didn’t say things like, I’m a regular 

speed feed.   

 

** 

 

 

The trees were alive with red.  The Blazer rounded a corner and found a police vehicle, a 

State Trooper’s car, in the middle of the road, lights twirling.  “Dude,” said Aidan.  He 
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meant for Greg to put away the powder.  He braked so abruptly that they all lurched 

forward in their seats.  Greg lost the contents that had been sitting on his lap.  His eyes 

went to the floorboard in front of him, and then peered out the windshield. 

 “Dammit,” said Aidan.  “Dammit, dammit.  Greg.  Greg, get in the driver’s seat.” 

 “No way.  I got blow all over me.” 

 It was all there was time to say.  Aidan brought the Blazer to a stop.  They were 

silent now, the anxiety and sudden sobriety in the car louder than words.  The moment 

ended, and they all stared.  It only took a few seconds to register. 

 The police vehicle was vacant.  There was no one around. 

 

** 

 

 

Tom was the dropout – he’d left at the end of his sophomore year.  Greg was the 

academician – he’d made the dean’s list, graduated with honors.  Greg stood now in the 

middle of the road, having brushed himself off.  The beams of Aidan’s truck lighting him 

up white on the backside, his front flashing red.  Aidan walked up behind Greg, and the 

two of them stood looking at the cop car.  Tom got out last, and approached, taking it all 

in. 

 The vehicle was running.  The lights were twirling cherry red.  The beams swirled 

around in the looming night, turning the evergreen trees purple and red, slipping over the 

spruce and hemlock in purling ripples.  The vehicle’s engine was thrumming quietly.  

Tom turned his head to look.  He thought the car was maybe a Caprice.  Something like 

that.  And there was no one in it.  It was a state trooper vehicle, and it was empty. 

 “This is crazy,” said Aidan.  “We need to get out of here right now.” 

 The three of them stood there, not talking, just breathing.  The night was quiet.  

The lights twirled.  Greg opened his mouth, but the voice the other two young men heard 

didn’t come from him.   

 “3E15.” 

 It came from inside the car.  The three of them looked at each other.  Then they 

looked back at the car.  Wordlessly they started walking towards it, spellbound. 
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 “3E15.”  There was a burst of static.  “Jim.  Come in, Jim.” 

 The young men walked up to the car.  The driver door was hanging open.  Tom 

got there first, looking in at the leather and console lights.  Something about a police car, 

he thought, roused the little boy in you.  Unless, maybe, you were in the backseat.  But 

you could never keep Tom Blackburn in the backseat. 

 “Jim, come in, Jim.”  The burst of static.  Then silence.   

 “Another smokey en route,” said Aidan.  His voice made Greg jump.  “Hear that?  

That’s another guy.  That’s another statie.  He’ll be here.  We need to go.”  Aidan’s eyes 

were wide and he looked sober and grave, upturned shadows on his face in the vehicle 

headlights.   

 “Okay,” Greg said, nodding.  “Okay.  Right.”  None of them moved.  They were 

all gathered around the door now, looking in to the cockpit.  The lights winked and 

flashed.  Overhead, they swirled, hypnotic.  Now Greg looked up and into the woods.  

“You think he’s in there somewhere?” 

 “I don’t care,” said Aidan.  “Let’s fucking go.” 

 “He could just be taking a piss,” Greg said.  “Or a dump.” 

 “Yeah, that’s right, bright eyes.  He’s off for a shit in the woods and left his car 

here in the middle of the road with the lights on to advertise.” 

 “Let’s go,” Aidan said again, and he was, finally, the one to move.  He did an 

about-face and strode to his truck, not looking back.  Greg looked at Tom, and then he 

too turned and followed.  From the driver’s side door of the truck Aidan called to Tom, 

“Come on, Blackburn.  Or we’re leaving you.” 

 Tom stood there.  He watched the woods now, in the direction Greg had looked.  

What would a Trooper be doing in the woods, his car right in the middle of the road like 

this?  It was interesting.  Maybe he’d left the car there so when back-up came, they’d 

know right where he was.  Maybe he was panicked and left it in a frightened hurry.  

There was something about the scene.  Something about it that was unnerving, that got 

right down to the limbic system and squeezed.  Tom liked that.  Of course, there could be 

a simple, logical explanation.  But Tom didn’t think so.   

 “Blackburn.”  Aidan was standing on the runner next to the driver’s door.  He 

looked haunted and old in the red lights, worn out from the night despite his exuberance 
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only moments ago.  Greg was already back in the passenger seat.  His face flashed behind 

the windshield.  Flashed red, making him a vampire.  His jaw was working, side to side.  

It was hard to tell where he was looking.   

 Speed feed, Tom thought.  “What if this has something to do with Pete?”  Tom 

could see his own breath in the air.  The late autumn night had taken a turn for the cool.  

He was intrigued.  In fact, he felt very sure that it had something to do with Pete, the 

giant groom.  But not in any way anyone would expect, not in any sane way, not in any 

TV-dinner-and-evening-news way.  And it wasn’t really Pete he was thinking about, was 

it?  No, Tom knew, it wasn’t.  He looked into the dark triangles of the woods, beneath the 

thick boughs painted by the police lights.  He stood, mesmerized by the possibility, 

thrilled with the prospect: this has something to do with him.  The other him.  He felt 

giddy, lightheaded at the prospect.  His body was firm, tensed, ready. 

 Aidan stood staring at Tom.  The truck idled.  The cop car idled.  Both of their 

exhausts were uncoiling into the night, all more visible and clear now than it had seemed 

moments ago, as if the temperature were dropping rapidly.  As if something cold had 

found them, and clarified things.   

 Aidan said nothing.  There was no real loyalty in the Corporati, Tom thought, and 

felt a smile behind the chilled skin of his lips.  This wasn’t some group of friends in a 

movie, like the Big Chill where everyone truly loved one another and stuck together, like 

a family.  The Corporati had an open door policy.  You could bail any time.  It wasn’t the 

Marines.  Aidan looked into the woods.  He spit.  He looked back at Tom. 

 Aidan got in the truck and shut the door.  Tom turned and saw Aidan drop the 

shifter into drive.  The truck lurched forward and then stopped next to him.  Greg was 

still looking down in front of himself.   Aidan looked over, out the passenger window, 

across Greg.  “Get in, Blackburn, or get a ride with the nice policeman.” 

 Tom looked back at the cop car.  He thought of the other trooper who had called 

for Jim.  Likely he was on his way.   

 Without another word Aidan turned his attention back to the road and the truck 

leapt forward again, squawking the tires.  The engine roared and it gathered speed, 

disappearing around the next bend.  Tom listened to the sound of it fade.  It seemed to 

take a while, and even after he was sure it was too far away to hear any longer he thought 
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he did and he wondered if Aidan would turn around and come back, but he didn’t.  Of 

course he didn’t.  Good for you, Aidan. 

 Tom walked across the road.  He crossed in front of the abandoned State Trooper 

vehicle and walked to the other shoulder.  He stood there, the red lights lighting up those 

trees purple-silver, and he listened. 

 

** 

 

 

Raymond got back to the house.  Tears had dried on his cheeks and his eyes were puffy 

and swollen.  He parked the Escalade outside of the garage and left it with the windows 

down.  It stank of vomit.   

 He hustled into the house via the front door.  Nobody used the front door.  It was 

for guests.  Anyone in the Stender family came in through the garage or walked around 

the building along the worn path to the rear door which opened on the kitchen.  The front 

door, the white door, the door with the fake flowers and the three windows and the 

fieldstone steps, that was for show.  That was the public face of the Stender summer 

home.  Raymond repressed a sudden urge to ring the door bell. 

 The door was locked and he jostled the keys and managed his way in.  The front 

lawn rose in a dramatic hump and the steps carried a person up the rest of the way so that 

entering the house in this fashion was to enter the second floor.  Inside there was more 

stone on the floor for a small vestibule, latticework wall façades on either side, coats 

hanging.  This was still over the ground.  The living room was pristine, its plush gray-

beige carpeting bearing fresh vacuum tracks.  There were two couches opposite one 

another, matching wingbacks, a recliner, a coffee table, end tables.  The room was never 

used.  The room was for show, like the door.  Beneath the house, the land then sloped 

down and away towards the lake, and recessed rooms composed the first floor. 

 Raymond padded across the plush carpet after removing his shoes in the 

vestibule.  To his right was a hallway that led to a bathroom and two bedrooms.  There 

was a clear story directly in front of him with a row of long, narrow windows on the 

north side of the house that overlooked the lake.  The windows, Raymond knew, did no 
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good there.  They provided no natural energy, because the sun was in the south.  In the 

winter, the sun was low and in the south and the windows should be there, to help keep 

the home warm with solar radiation.  But the windows weren’t for keeping the house 

warm.  They were for the view.  And the Stenders rarely, if ever, came to the house in the 

winter.  Thanksgiving was usually the last attendance until late Spring. 

 There were stairs down into a second living room that was more a family room 

that connected to the kitchen to the east and a den to the west.  Off of this was another 

bedroom.  This was the Stender summer home.  And, of course, the third story, the attic-

room with the record player and the VCR and old videotapes and framed picture gallery, 

pictures from the seventies, from the sixties, from the fifties and forties.  Pictures from 

earlier still.  Pictures of Philip, Raymond’s cousin, and of William, Raymond’s nephew 

(who was actually only two years younger than Raymond was).  A trove of books.  His 

fathers, mostly.  Not law books, other books.  Books on Native Americans. 

 Raymond turned right and walked down the hall and into the bathroom.  He 

turned on the shower and proceeded to get in, clothes and all.  There he stripped and there 

he cried again. 

 He had vomited on himself.  Right in front of a cop.  Right in front of another 

person.  It had never happened before.  Almost, but never.  He’d gotten so bad that he had 

actually upchucked in front of another person.  He had become, officially, a complete 

mess, a total drunk. 

 As the water drummed him and soaked his clothes and the bathroom steamed up 

with roiling mist, he thought of the day he’d tried to tell his father about his anxiety, 

about the day he’d come into his office and told him that he thought he might go crazy if 

he had to survive another winter in New Jersey. 

 “You need to get out and play more,” his father had said. 

 Raymond peeled off his soaked and soiled clothes.  He piled them at a heap under 

his feet and squashed them down with his toes and watched the water run yellow-green 

into the drain and his tears mingled with the water that ran down his face.  All down into 

the swirling drain. 

 From there in the shower, he heard the phone ring.   
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TOM BLACKBURN 

 

 

Tom stood on the edge of the road.  Three miles away Raymond Stender was climbing 

out of the shower to try and get to the phone.  Tom had no way of knowing that, but Tom 

had a way of knowing certain other things.   

 “Hello?”  He cupped his hands around his mouth.  The police car ran softly 

behind him.  “Hello? Tánisi?  His voice was swallowed by the dark woods.  There was no 

echo.  “Officer?”  He glanced at the car, then turned back to the woods, hands around his 

open mouth.  “Jim?  Officer Jim?  Can you hear me?”  Tom stopped calling.  He let his 

hands drop to his sides.  He took a step back from the side of the road.  He took another.  

He walked back until his calf bumped the front bumper of the absent trooper’s vehicle.  

He reached behind him and his fingertips brushed the hood of the car.  It was warm.  Tom 

closed his eyes.  “Two peoples, one land,” he whispered, and his breath rose in tendrils 

from his pursed lips.  “Ayiman.  Tapwi, ayiman.” 

 It took a moment for it to happen, but when it did, it happened as it usually did.  

They weren’t quite feelings – he didn’t get emotional.  They weren’t images either – they 

were sensations.  That was the best way to put it.  The easiest.  It didn’t matter.  He stood, 

his fingers lightly touching the hood of the cop car, and let the sensations wash through 

him. 

 A woman and a man.  In the woods.  The bride and groom?  Maybe.  But, they 

changed, as if in a dream.  They were another woman, a white woman, and a man.  The 

man?  It may have been.  He called out to them in his mind.  He thought at them, Niwi-

nihiyawan.  The desire – no, the need – to communicate in Cree was strong.  

 Tom brought his hand away from the hood and it was shaking slightly.  He turned 

to his right, realizing he’d been interrupted.  From that direction he heard what he thought 

was another engine, and within seconds headlights stabbed around the bend in the road 

and the other State Trooper brought his vehicle to an abrupt stop.     

 The Trooper stepped out of his vehicle, his hand on the butt of his gun, Tom saw.  

Tom had to pull his gaze away from it.  The Trooper walked over to Tom slowly, his one-

striped pants swishing, his boots clopping on the black pavement.  Tom had half expected 
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him to brandish that gun, to point it right at him and demand an explanation, but that kind 

of thinking came from popular culture.  From thinking in Akayasimo.   

 “Who are you?” The Trooper asked.  His own name flashed in the twirling lights 

of the two police cars; he wore a golden, engraved nameplate.  Tom saw it clearly: 

O’Rourke.  “Thomas Blackburn,” he said. 

   “What are you doing here?”  Trooper O’Rourke was looking at him but he was 

also glancing into the woods.  Tom was, too.  “I was in a wedding party today,” Tom 

said.  He looked down at his tuxedo pants and white shirt.  He cinched the thin jacket 

tighter around him, though not because he was cold.  His bowtie, he realized, had left 

with Aidan and Greg, piled in the backseat of Aidan’s truck.  This amused him.  “I was 

with two other friends and we were headed into town.  We were on the beach.  There’s 

still a bunch of people there now.” 

 O’Rourke turned from looking at the woods.  The whites of his eyes blazed red 

each time the beacon lights caught them.  He looked at Tom with the remoteness 

common to law enforcement-types, as Tom knew them.  To the officer, Tom was a 

liability, a suspect of sorts, another fuckhead in a world of fuckheads.  It almost made 

Tom smile.  Years before, maybe, Tom would’ve had to look away from those eyes, from 

such a penetrating, judging gaze.  That was then, though, and things had changed.  Things 

had definitely changed – changed in ways he’d never expect – or thought possible.  On 

this night Tom was able to look right back into the Trooper’s eyes with no shame, no 

guilt, nothing defensive or deviant.  The Trooper asked him:  “Where are your friends, 

now?” 

 “They left,” said Tom.  There was no guilt in it, no culpability.  His friends had 

left.  That was their life, their choice, their path.  It had nothing to do with him. 

 “They left,” repeated the Trooper.  He breathed through his nose loudly enough 

for Tom to hear it.  He seemed to decide something for himself.  “And you haven’t seen 

anyone else?” 

 “No sir.  Nothing has happened except for hearing you – or what I guess was you 

– calling for the other officer – Jim – on the rover.” 

 O’Rourke looked at Tom again in that way, that sizing-up way, and then back at 

the woods.  Again he seemed to be answering questions for himself inside of his own 
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head, somewhere underneath the Trooper hat he wore cocked down so that the shaved 

back of his head was visible, skin aflame in the lights, the stubble black and coarse.  He 

looked from the woods into Tom’s eyes once more.  “Why did you stay?” 

 Tom stood looking at Trooper O’Rourke and said, “In case I could be of any 

help.”   

 O’Rourke nodded once.  He turned and walked back to his car.  He opened the 

trunk and retrieved a black box.  He set the box on the pavement and opened it.  From it 

he pulled a flashlight.  There was already one on his utility belt, but this second one he 

gave to Tom.  Tom again pulled his eyes from the gun on the Trooper’s belt.  “You take 

the lake side, I’ll take the other side.  Have you got a watch on?” 

 “No, sir.”  Tom didn’t own a watch.  The Trooper went back to the box and got 

something else out.  It was a stopwatch.  He calibrated it and set it in motion, then handed 

it to Tom.  “We’ll meet back here in fifteen minutes.” 

 Tom looked at the watch, looked at the Trooper.  “I don’t think he’s on the lake 

side.  Any of them.”   

 O’Rourke’s evaluating look came back.  “Excuse me?” 

 Tom cleared his throat.  He chose his words carefully.  “I think that this has 

something to do with the groom at the wedding.  And his girlfriend.  They were fighting 

all night, and he had gotten pretty intoxicated.”  Tom took a breath.  “I think your fellow 

officer found them in the road here, or found something going on…”  Tom decided to say 

no more.  It wouldn’t be useful right now, and it could arouse misdirected suspicions 

from the already flying-blind State Trooper in front of him.  The entire event made Tom’s 

nerves tingle, and he consciously worked to keep his breathing even, his pulse regulated, 

his instinct sharp. 

 “What makes you think that?” 

 Tom shrugged.  It was a contrived shrug, to indicate that it was a hunch, that he 

could be wrong, for the officer’s benefit.  “It just seems to be the most likely.  The two of 

them left the beach on foot, so…” 

 “What makes you think they aren’t in the woods here?” O’Rourke asked, and 

swung an arm out to indicate the woods on the lake side.  He was a big man, perhaps 200 

pounds, about forty-five years old, Tom guessed.  His moustache was black and thick.  
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The irises of the eyes tucked under the brim of his cap were colorless in the night, but 

they twinkled like hard minerals.  Tom wondered what O’Rourke was like when he was 

really angry.  He thought O’Rourke had already seen some action tonight.  He wondered 

if his gun was still warm. 

 “I think they would have heard us,” Tom lied.  “There’s only a few hundred feet 

of woods until the edge of the lake.” 

 O’Rourke considered this.  “Take that side and I’ll take this side.  Meet back here 

in fifteen minutes.  I don’t want someone else getting – you from around here?” 

 “Yes,” said Tom.  Two cultures, one land, he thought.   

 “Don’t get lost, then,” said O’Rourke, and he strode across the road, pulling his 

flashlight out and shining it into the woods.  Then he stopped.  He turned around.  “Just 

stay here,” he said, “with the vehicles.  Wave any…ah, traffic on through.”  Then he 

turned and walked to the edge of the woods. 

 “Officer,” Tom called, and the big Trooper stopped and turned around, beaming 

the flashlight at him.  Tom didn’t squint in it’s light, but took it in.  “I don’t mean to tell 

you how to run your business, but shouldn’t you call for back-up?” 

 Tom could only see a sketch of a silhouette behind the ovoid light shining at him.  

“Just do what I said,” came O’Rourke’s voice.  The flashlight beam swung away, and 

Tom watched the Trooper disappear into the woods. 

 Tom walked into the middle of the road, between the two police cars, thinking.  It 

was as though O’Rourke was protecting the other one, Cruickshand.  Trooper Jim.  

O’Rourke had left about thirty feet between the nose of his vehicle and the rear of the 

other’s.  Tom clicked the flashlight on and off, on and off, listening to the snapping of 

twigs and crunch of undergrowth fade as O’Rourke deepened into the woods.  The 

Trooper wasn’t calling out any names.  Tom watched the flashlight flickering, stabbing 

here and there, and then he saw it no more.  O’Rourke had been swallowed up by the 

forest. 

Tom watched his breath in the air.  It had grown late, very late at night, and the previous 

day, the wedding, the after-party, all felt surreal and illusory.  This was reality, now, here 

in the moment, with these two emptied police vehicles running and he, Tom Blackburn, 

standing between them, feeling quite sure that Trooper O’Rourke was in for a little 
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surprise.  Someone was in those woods, Tom felt again, someone he’d been thinking 

about for a long time. 

 It came as no surprise, really, when Tom heard the shots.   
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THE BRIDESMAIDS  

 

 

“She’s afraid of thunder,” said Cory.   

 “Oh yeah?”  Gail was smoking, staring into the fire. 

 “Terrified of it.”  Cory drained the last of her bottle of beer.  She thought about 

throwing it in the fire and then didn’t. 

 “I like thunder.”  It was Rene.  Rene, still in her gown.  “It’s comforting to me.” 

 “The sky rumbling?  Like it could break apart?  Like, the sky; the sky we think is 

there and is solid and is calm and is a constant – you feel like when it rumbles and 

lightning crackles down – you find that comforting?”  Gail looked at Rene, her head to 

the side, and then smiled and shook sand out of her hair.  “Yeah, I like it too.” 

 “It’s funny,” said Cory, “you never really know what someone is like when you 

are dating them.  When you first start dating them.”  She stood up.  She walked around 

the fire while she spoke, kicking up sand.  “You know, you’re attracted, you’re having 

sex, you’re buying each other things, it’s nice, it’s nice, and you think you know the 

person.  You think that you’ve found something.  But what is it?  You know so little.  

And then, later…” 

 “Most people break up after an abortion.  I think that’s a statistic.”  Gail cracked 

another bottle of beer.  Rene looked at her.   

 “They didn’t,” said Rene. 

 “No, they got married,” said Gail. 

 The rest of the party had moved even further down the beach.  The other three.  

Two of the actual wedding party – Manuel and Jessica – and Heather, one of the guests.  

One of the bride’s guests.  Other guests that had joined them earlier on the beach had left, 

headed for town, headed for the bars or headed for their motels.  Manuel was hell-bent on 

camping.  Jessica was into it too.  Heather was into Manuel.  Something like that.  Cory 

considered another beer herself.  Thing was, she was getting cold.  Despite the fire, she 

had been developing a good, steady chill.  The night had really cooled off.  She smelled 

the air.  It smelled of the fire and the lake, it smelled of the sand and it smelled of the 

slightly mothballed fabric of her gown.  She wished she’d brought a change of clothes.  
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She felt ridiculous still sitting here in this thing.  Gail had been smart – she’d brought 

jeans and a sweater with her down to the beach.  Cory had her clothes in the car, but the 

path to the parking lot was dark. 

  “But look at them,” she said, “do I need to say it?  At their own reception?  

Idiotic.  Like they were in high school.  It’s wrong.  I’m sorry, but it’s wrong.” 

 “It’s that depo provera shit,” said Rene. 

 “Works for some people,” said Gail, standing.   

 “What?  It’s not her fault,” Cory countered, standing too.  “He is an asshole Rene, 

and you both know it.” 

 Gail looked down into the fire.  She had black hair and big, dark brown eyes.  She 

turned around toward the bushes.  “I gotta pee,” she said, and walked off. 

 Rene and Cory watched her go and then looked at one another across the fire.  

Their eyes communicated, and then Cory shrugged.  The moment passed.   

 A half a mile away, Alison, the bride, was dying, lying in the dark woods, lying in 

her own gown and asphyxiating, her neck and throat swollen so that, try as she might, she 

couldn’t yell for help, her body trembling with a terror she never would have thought 

possible.  Nor would have wanted to. 

 

** 

 

 

O’Rourke and Tom Blackburn met fifteen minutes after they departed, as planned.  

O’Rourke, overweight, winded, distracted, didn’t seem to notice that Tom hadn’t moved 

an inch from in between the two police vehicles, even though there had been gunfire.   

 “You see him come out?” asked O’Rourke.  Tom thought that, despite the 

officer’s huffing and puffing, he sounded younger in the moment, like he had only been 

on the Force for a couple of years and still had that concern of pleasing others and living 

up to his promise as an academy stand-out.   

 “I didn’t see anybody,” said Tom.   

 O’Rourke scratched the back of his thick neck, his rough hand scraping along the 

rough bristles of hair.  He did so absent-mindedly, and then realized the gesture and 
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pulled his hand away.  Tom imagined O’Rourke thinking it might make him look too 

human.  Who is this State Trooper who feels like he might jump sky-high if a cat farted 

nearby?  What’s shaken this otherwise hard-bitten cop?  What did he see?  What did he 

shoot at?  Tom knew there had been something special happening indeed; he had felt it in 

the air already this the evening, felt it stronger now, and knew that there was much more 

to come.  It excited him.  He found his eyelids fluttering and stopped himself.  Not now. 

Kaya. 

 O’Rourke shifted his attention away from himself, it seemed, and a weight slid 

from somewhere around the two of them.  He looked down at the firearm he still gripped 

– a revolver, Tom saw - and holstered it.  “There was a guy out there,” said O’Rourke.  

“He…ahh.  It doesn’t make any sense.”  

 He then glanced at Trooper Jim’s car and back into the woods.  An eighth of a 

mile from them, to the north, the bride was dying, able only to produce a raspy, 

whispering plea for help that carried no further than a couple of yards in the entombing 

forest.  O’Rourke looked at Tom Blackburn.  His command had returned to his body, 

filled him up like fresh blood.  “Okay.  Now, I’m gonna drive Trooper Cruickshand’s car 

off the road.  Then you and I are going to get into my vehicle and head back to the beach.  

You said there are others still there?” 

 Tom nodded.  “I think so, sir.” 

 O’Rourke then took a couple of jogging steps to his own car, and tucked himself 

in.  Tom watched as he pulled a terminal around to face him, and began punching buttons 

on it.  After doing that, he plucked up his radio mike. 

 “Shots fired, shots fired, route 5, Clear Lake Beach.  I’ve, uh, I’ve got someone 

running around in the woods out here.  They’re…I’ve - I’ve got multiples…Trooper 

Cruickshand is unaccounted for at the moment, I…uh…” 

 Tom saw him take his finger off the mike.  “Fuck,” he heard O’Rourke say.  The 

Trooper was sweating a great deal.  Then he put the mike to his lips again.  “Over?  This 

is O’Rourke.”  Tom heard static. 

 O’Rourke hopped back out of the car.  From his belt he pulled his cell phone, 

already saying, “There’s never any service out here.”  He held the phone in the air, 
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squinting at it, and then returned its spot on his belt.  He looked back in the car at the 

terminal screen.  “We’ll get somebody here,” he said, as if to himself. 

 Tom felt otherwise.  First of all, anyone could see that O’Rourke wasn’t behaving 

quite like a Trooper normally would – procedure procedure procedure, like robots with 

Mounties hats.  He ought to stay in his vehicle and keep trying to reach his headquarters.  

But there had been something else that’d happened, Tom divined; the shooting, and 

whoever he’d seen out there, had rattled the Trooper.  Tom had felt it, some energy 

coursing through the missing Trooper’s vehicles – inanimate objects often held stories 

other people couldn’t discern.   

 Tom nodded to O’Rourke, knowing that the Trooper was up against something 

bigger than he could handle, beyond what he could understand. 

 O’Rourke then strode back to Trooper Jim’s car, and slid in.  He shut the door.  

The sound was loud in the night.  O’Rourke drove it slowly over to the shoulder, pebbles 

popping under the tires, crunching over the dirt.  There he turned off the lights and killed 

the engine.  The door opened and he got out.  “It’s like the guy was on fire,” he said. 

 He looked at Tom for a moment, and in his eyes, flashing from the cherries of his 

own police vehicle, Tom saw something he recognized.  It was something that he needn’t 

articulate, needn’t explain and diminish with words and ideas.  It was something that 

registered deep within, deep down in one of those places that most scarcely understood, 

places like ocean depths where dark things moved quickly in the liquid black.  But Tom 

knew.  It was in O’Rourke’s eyes.   

 O’Rourke stood with the door to Trooper Jim’s car opened, and then he dropped 

to one knee.  That look held in his gaze as the lights flash…flash…flashed across his 

face, pinking his skin, reddening the whites of his eyes, shining off of his polyester grey 

uniform, turning it a different shade of purple than the tall, bushy evergreens behind him.  

One hand, his left hand, went to his heart and yet his eyes held on Tom’s.  Tom thought 

he saw something else then, something else that was fruitless to explain, something that 

would without a doubt be easily washed away later in his police statement, easily 

attributed to stress and to the hallucinatory quality of the lights and the dark and the stress 

of it all, sure.  Tom thought he saw something like a snake sliding its way around Trooper 

O’Rourke’s neck and down diagonally across his torso.  He thought he recognized the 
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trapezoidal patterns some of the bigger snakes tended to have, those irregular shapes on 

the scaly skin that resembled fieldstone.   

 And then there was white light.  There was a fuzzy white light, Tom mused, a 

diffused light or a tentacle light, and it made Tom think of days gone by when he’d been 

a boy and sat on the dock on Clear Lake with the sun high in the sky above him.  There 

he would marvel at the green water with the yellow bands that looked like seaweed 

floating there, and part of him would understand that it was a reflection of the sun in the 

water and part of him would believe that it was a phantom light, light from an underwater 

world, alien, alive, plant and animals sentient, and he would be both loathe to and 

desperately excited to plunge in.  Those tentacles now, at first white fuzz and now turning 

yellow and lengthening out, that was all there, with the snake making its greasy slither 

down and around the torso, hooking under the armpit of O’Rourke’s right arm.  It was all 

there, in that moment, in that couple of seconds that Trooper O’Rourke sat on his right 

knee, his left hand on his chest, fingers splayed, postured like he might be proposing 

marriage and singing the national anthem at the same time, all the while looking into 

Tom’s eyes.  He pitched forward and Tom heard the slap of his face and the cluck of his 

jawbone on the pavement. 

 

** 

 

 

It was Carl Stender on the phone, Raymond’s father.  “Raymond.  How are you?” 

 Raymond looked into the downstairs bedroom, behind the kitchen. “Raymond,” 

Carl said again softly on the other end. 

 “What, dad?”  The irritability had crept into Raymond’s voice.  He could hear it.  

“What the hell are they doing leaving Mima Selma alone in the house?  She’s too old to 

be alone.  Where the hell are they?” 

 Raymond heard his father sigh.  “I don’t know, Ray.  Have you…” 

 “Yes, dad.  Taking my pills dutifully.” 

 Raymond heard his father sigh again, a breathy distortion into the phone.   
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 “Well, I can’t get your mother on her cell phone, so I don’t know if she took an 

earlier flight, or if she’s just not getting reception.  How’s the house.  Everything alright?  

How was the wedding?” 

 “I don’t know.” 

 “You don’t know?”  There was a pause.  Carl said, “You didn’t go.” 

 “No.”  Raymond was still talking in a low voice.  He closed the door to Selma’s 

bedroom softly, easing through the click of the latch.  Then he padded to the refrigerator 

and opened the door.  The fluorescent interior light lit him up and he saw the bones of his 

ribs when he looked down.  He scanned for something – more beer, though he knew there 

wasn’t any in the house – and his father was silent on the phone.  Raymond had already 

drank the rest of the six-pack that the Trooper had never confiscated.  He wished he’d 

gotten a twelver instead, and the hunger and obsession grew within him. 

 Then, “Alright,” said Carl.  “It’s almost midnight.  Are the girls still staying with 

us?  And your friends?” 

 “I think so, dad.” 

 “Alright.”  Another pause.  “Raymond.” 

 “What?” 

 “See you tomorrow.  I’ll be leaving in the morning.”  And he hung up.   

 Carl Stender was a defense attorney.  He had a firm in Morristown but had his 

license to practice in more than one state, including New York.  He had been calling from 

Hilton Head and would fly out from there, to Jersey, spend the night, then fly up to the 

summer home.  It seemed to Raymond that his father spent an awful amount of time in 

the air.  Raymond disapproved.  He thought bitterly about the tons of jet fuel.  He thought 

of his father’s self-importance.  Only grudgingly did Raymond drive the Escalade.  And 

look what had happened.  Look at his penance – a fountain of vomit in front of a 

godblessit cop.  Now he had to go clean it up.  He closed the fridge, having found nothing 

to quench him, only wishing for more. 

 

** 
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Gail was gathering up bottles and things, and the girls were preparing to leave the beach.  

Well, Rene was on her own, whatever, but she and Cory were getting the hell out of 

there.  For one thing, it was cold.  It was getting really cold.  Since they’d been at the 

beach Gail figured the temperature had dropped at least twenty degrees.  Was that 

possible?  Well, sure it was possible.  But was it normal?  She had a plastic shopping bag 

and she was shoving empty Coors Light bottles into it – the guys had left their own area a 

complete wreck, she saw.  Their fire had dwindled to next to nothing, but there still were 

those orange triangular flames she could see flapping.  It was November, and though it 

had been unseasonably warm for the month, an Indian summer they said, winter was 

apparently bearing down now, raking in the Autumn chips, and the night had grown 

incredibly chilly.  She imagined that the temperature had to be somewhere in the low 

forties, and it was dropping.  She was sure it was still dropping.  She could feel currents 

of it in the air, cold spots she’d feel around her ankles while swimming, pockets under the 

surface that would take her breath away. 

 Gail looked at her watch.  11:43.   

 Cory looked over at Gail.  “You ready?” 

 “Yes, definitely.” 

 “Grab up some booze.  Whatever’s left.  Raymond likes to drink.” 

 They did, and then headed to Gail’s car, Cory following in her bridesmaid’s dress 

which she held up around her ankles as she trudged through the sand.  Bottles, full and 

empty, clanked together in the shopping bag in Gail’s grip.  She could see her breath and 

Cory’s breath as they puffed up the sandy path to the parking lot – the streetlight in the 

parking lot seined through the trees and illuminated the path and the girls enough so that 

Gail could see the shining globes of Cory’s eyes, the outline of her face.   “You okay?”  

They shuffled up the path.  “Yeah.  Fine.”   

 “Fucked-up, insecure, neurotic…what’s the last one?” 

 Cory was walking faster, trying not to step on the fabric.  “I don’t remember.” 

 Gail shivered as a another chill went through her.  “Jesus, it’s getting cold,” she 

said.  The wind picked up and ruffled the dark trees.  “Where’re we staying?” said Cory. 

 “At Raymond Stender’s house,” said Gail.   

 “The guy who didn’t even come to the wedding today?” 
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 “Yeah.” 

 “Why?” 

 Gail shrugged.  “He has a house.  His family does.  Aidan, Greg, those guys are 

going to crash there.  I think Manuel, too.  Getting too cold for camping.” 

 “I meant, why didn’t he come?” 

 Gail thought, and shrugged.  “He’s weird.  He’s a nice guy – we had chem labs 

together.  He’s antisocial, a little bit.  Like, an EMO.  Ah! That’s the last one – 

‘emotional.’” 

 Cory was silent. 

 “In the morning,” said Gail, “we can go for a walk together around the lake there.  

It’s really pretty, I bet.”   

 “I’m sure it is,” said Cory, and shivered. 

 Gail put an arm around her younger sister. 

 

** 

 

 

“In the year one hundred and one they had big black fires lashing up into the sky 

everywhere, and it was always dark.”  Tom Blackburn was dragging Trooper David 

O’Rourke into the woods by his boots.  “Black fires,” he said.  He scowled with effort.  

The heavyset State Trooper’s head bumped and vibrated over the road.  The red and 

green lights were everywhere and the wind had picked up, but there was a stillness at the 

heart of things.  A quiet.  A waiting. 

 “…And it was always dark,” repeated Tom.  He reached the other side of the 

culvert where the tree line began and stopped dragging.  Trooper O’Rourke was dead.  

Tom hadn’t bothered with CPR, though he was certified.  The CPR wouldn’t have made 

a difference anyway - the State Trooper had died right away.  He’d been hit with a 

massive coronary and any and all pumping on his chest and breathing into his mouth 

wasn’t going to help, Tom was sure.   

 The girls came by a few minutes later.  They stopped, and Tom stayed hidden, 

watching as they looked around – the one driving, the girl with the deep, sensual eyes – 
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Gail, her name was – seemed concerned.  Tom sat quietly, his knee on the chest of the 

dead cop.  A oment passed, but then Tom watched as the girls moved on, just as all good, 

perplexed Americans should. 

 “Somebody call 911,” he whispered, watching the vapor of his breath drift up and 

away.  He felt incredibly alive.  “Call 911, and get an AED.”  He laughed then, finally 

letting it come out, though he didn’t think the ancestors would be pleased.  He had to act 

right, he had to be aware, and to remember.   

 Laughing staunched, he bent and removed the firearm from the holster at Trooper 

David’s hip.  The Glock 19 was small and compact.  Tom reached down and tucked it 

into his sock.  He wasn’t wearing the thin black socks that one was supposed to wear with 

a tuxedo.  No, the tuxedo was as far as he would allow, as deep into their customs and sad 

rituals that he would wade.  He had good socks on his feet, wool socks, and their 

thickness and elastic was just right for snugging the pistol there.   

 Tom finished taking the Trooper deeper into the woods.  He said a prayer over 

him, this time using the Navajo language of his father.  “Tah al so go.  In da de pah.”  He 

then turned into the drooping boughs, logs, pine thatches, erratics and boulders of the 

forest, where the spirit of his ancestors was strong.  “There,” he said.  Then, in league 

with the feeling that had begun as he’d stood with his hand on the hood of Trooper Jim’s 

car, he said, “Let it begin.  Tawaw.”  

 Behind him, on the road, headlights appeared around the bend and he heard a 

vehicle start to slow. 

 

** 
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SUICIDE CALL 

 

 

The next morning, the one before Thanksgiving, Raymond awoke and lay in bed 

evaluating himself.  He’d been surprisingly good the night before – partaking only in 

some of what the group had brought – pacing himself on two Miller Lites and nursing 

one glass of wine.  It was fleeting, he knew.  By nightfall he would likely be drunk again. 

 Outside there was a crystal frost covering everything – the railing of the deck 

sparkled in the low rising sun shining through the fir trees and the pine trees.  The 

backyard grass was frozen and spiking and crinkled leaves lay scattered about from late 

autumn yard work left unfinished. 

 Raymond watched the trees on the yard’s back fringe and looked through them, as 

though he might somehow, clairvoyantly, be able to see his father driving up the 

interstate, that his vision might be able to wind though the Adirondack forests and over 

the mountain ridges until it came to the interstate and down, down to maybe about 

Saratoga where his father would probably be about now, and through the windshield of 

the beige Land Cruiser and able to see his father himself, bespectacled, camel hair coat 

on, dark shirt and scarf beneath, driving with total focus and conviction, the radio blaring 

Frank Sinatra.  He could even see the black leather duffel in the back seat, the black 

briefcase sitting next to it. 

 Raymond realized that he hated his father, and that he wasn’t sure exactly why.  

He also realized that he had come outside and was standing at the top of the stairs next to 

the deck.  He had no memory of getting out of his bed and traveling to where he was.  He 

looked down and saw that he was in his sock feet.  His flannel robe – a Christmas present 

from one of his many aunts – was wrapped around his tall, thin body.  He reached up and 

felt his glasses on his face.  Of course they’d been there, because he’d seen the frost so 

clearly; the trees stood out with such definition.   

 He was only partway out of the storm door – it rested on his shoulder, its pressure 

arm trying to suck it closed while he stood in the way.  The storm door had never been 

removed from the previous winter – it was a testament to how little time the family 

actually spent here, how little use the deck had seen through the summer.  He made a 
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mental note about swapping out the screen door in the kitchen for another storm door, 

which he believed was in the little shed neighboring the house on the west side. This, for 

some reason, reminded him of the vomit in the car.  He’d never got around to cleaning it 

the night before – once the girls had shown up, he’d completely forgotten. 

 He stepped backwards into the house, allowing the door to suction shut in front of 

him, and stood there looking out.  He’d never sleepwalked before, so long as he could 

remember.  There was the time that he’d been standing over the toilet and taking a piss 

early in the morning when he’d suddenly collapsed, cracked his head on the porcelain 

rim, and come to on the floor with his prick still in his hands, but that didn’t really count.  

He’d dreamt once that he’d awakened from a dream and had walked down the hallway of 

their old house in Morristown to where his father sat reading the paper in his leather 

recliner, terrified of the thing that was scratching at the window in their kitchen and 

trying to get in, but of course that didn’t count either, and probably everybody had those 

dream-within-a-dream type of dreams.   

 His parents had been pushing Dr. Meacham on him for months now (but, of 

course, for things that they perceived, which, Raymond was sure, were disparate from 

what was going on and highly suspect to their own biases based on their own neuroses), 

and the only amount of musing or consideration he’d given the idea was what he might 

actually say, when asked, and asked specifically enough, maybe, what the problem was.  

And he would be asked, wouldn’t he?  If Meacham was a consort of Ray’s father, sooner 

or later he’d get around to asking the right questions, wouldn’t he?  And even if 

Raymond could conjure some elegant summation, well, a man like Meacham was trained 

to ferret out the demon seed, wasn’t he?  Trained to root through the tableau of wiles and 

stratagems, conscious or unconscious, weed through the bullshit – ultimately make his 

way, an adventurer, of sorts, a swashbuckling doctor man, through the mind’s trickery, 

the funhouse design of mirrors refracting and elongating and concealing true identity?  

Raymond suspected he was, and wondered if he feared it.   

 Ripping, was the word, the thought, that’s what you’d call it, what happens to me. 

 He stepped back once more, closing the door in front of him, locking it, despite 

himself.  It’s like ripping.  Your eyes try to rip from your brain… 
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 As he turned back into the house he was reminded of something he’d learned in 

school, he thought, a while ago perhaps, but something that had stayed with him – the 

eyes are the only part of the body directly connected to the central nervous system. 

 He wondered if his eyes were diseased. 

 He descended the stairs into the kitchen hating himself a little, and, at the same 

time, growing warm with the anticipation of seeing Gail, sleeping. 

 When he got there he found only three guests asleep in the downstairs living 

room, the down room, no longer five, and Gail was not one of them.  This sent a little 

bolt of fear through Raymond as he stood there in the kitchen, looking in on them with 

his flannel bathrobe coming loose around him.  She was not among them, and nor was 

her sister. 

 Raymond stood there watching the bodies of the three young men expand and 

contract within their sleeping bag cocoons.  He then looked to his left and saw that Mima 

Selma’s door was ajar.   

 Of course she was up; she was an early riser.  He peeked in the room.  The bed 

was neatly made.  He saw no Zito.  The closet next to the bed was open – it suggested 

that she had gotten her coat, and that she was out of the house too, walking Zito, that she 

was likely with the girls. 

 Disappointed and anxious, Raymond went to change into day clothes, and clean 

the Escalade of his leavings. 

 

** 

 

 

It was snowing. 

 Tom Blackburn rolled a wooden coffee-stirrer from side to side in his mouth.  In 

front of him in the police car were Gavin Bickford and Aletha Pruitt.  Tom knew who 

they were like he knew who all the cops were in Rock Falls.  Tom knew because Tom’s 

father had known.   

 They had cuffed him – Red Rock Falls police were anything if they weren’t 

painstakingly by-the-book – but the cuffs were in front of him instead of behind him, 
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which usually only happened if you were in shackles and going to be arraigned for 

something and the cuffs were linked to a belt that went around your waist.  Because 

there’d been no real evidence indicating Tom was responsible for either of the two other 

cops’ disappearances, and because he wasn’t drunk or ostensibly on drugs, Tom 

supposed, the female officer had cut him a break.   

 They had coffees with them, Bickford and Pruitt, and Tom had asked Aletha for 

her stirring stick.  She’d obliged with a frown and stuck it into his mouth.  He told her it 

was how he kept from smoking, which was a lie.  Tom never had a problem with 

smoking.  He’d never had a problem with any substance.  He could take or leave any of 

it.  He knew Pruitt would oblige him and give him over the straw, handing it over the 

back of her seat, because Pruitt was a nice woman, a good lady cop.  She had a sister who 

was a cop in the western part of the state somewhere, Tom thought maybe it was Cornell.  

Or Hormel.  Or maybe that was a kind of TV dinner. 

 Tom leaned back, working the slender piece of wood with his tongue, and looked 

out the window at the rolling hills.  He felt good.  Even better than he’d been feeling in 

the road, after the beach.  It was as if some new blood had entered his system, pure and 

clean.  His heart felt compacted in his chest, its chambers narrow embrasures, but not 

unpleasantly so; his whole being felt dense and light at the same time, like an electron 

traveling through time and space.  The sun was breaking over the steeper ridges in the 

east, a pink and yellow mixture.  Pruitt and Bickford were talking. 

 “How much?”  It was Bickford.  Bickford was gruff.  He didn’t say much, but 

when he did it was usually shit people didn’t want to hear. 

 “They said they found about fifty half gallons of it.  Like a stockpile.  Like the 

guy was prepared for the end of the world.” 

 “Or like he was preparing to never leave the house again until he was dead.  What 

a fuckin’ head case.” 

 “Well, he’s in the hospital now.  In a coma.  They induced a coma so he could 

survive the DTs.  I didn’t know you could do something like that.  Put somebody in a 

coma.  I guess, though, why not.  You can do anything else.” 

 The radio squawked in between them.  “Code two, code two.  914-S at 3736 state 

route 86.  Please respond.” 
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 Bickford picked up the radio.  “Copy that, this is 2N04.  We’re on route 86.  We 

are ten-sixteen, repeat ten-sixteen.” 

 There was a static-silence, enough time for Tom to see Pruitt glance at Bickford, 

and then, “Ten-sixteen?” 

 “We’ve got somebody, Bill.  Remember?” 

 “Oh, ten-four, ten-four,” said Bill on the other end.  Then:  “It’s early, guys, and 

after last night, what can I say?  You’re it.” 

 Bickford let out a breath.  He sounded agitated.  He pressed the transmitter and 

Tom saw Pruitt look out her window.  He wondered what a “914-S” was, and thought he 

might know.  “And ReMCee has been paged, I’ll assume? Bus dispatched?” 

 “Roger that.  Ambulance en route.” 

 Bickford responded.  “We’re sure it’s a DB?” 

 Tom could hear Bill breathing on the other end for a minute.  “Yeah,” he said, 

“caller said the COD was a shotgun.” 

 Tom heard a noise from Aletha.  He rolled his stick from one side of his mouth to 

the other.  He felt his lips were dry, and he wet them.  Bickford looked at Aletha with his 

brow furrowed.  What a real fucking asshole, thought Tom.  Then he thought, Nin hokeh, 

bi-kheh a-na-ih-la.  He knew other languages, too.  “COD” stood for cause of death.  

“DB” obviously meant dead body.  He gathered, then, that the “S” in 914S indicated a 

suicide.  Someone had blown themselves away with a shotgun. 

 Bickford turned and looked away from Aletha.  She was younger, much younger 

than the grizzled mountain cop.  Tom placed her in her late twenties, a couple-three years 

older than he was, maybe.   

 “Copy that, Bill.  We’re en route.”  Officer Gavin Bickford started slowing down 

the vehicle.  As he did, Tom saw the Red Rock Falls Volunteer Service ambulance 

coming over a rise in the road in front of them.  Its lights were on but there was no siren.  

Bickford pulled over and the ambulance rushed past.  Tom could see the face of the 

driver looking over at them as the vehicle whooshed by, buffing them with its wake of 

air.  The blur of that driver’s face had looked surreal, ghostly, haunted.  For the first time 

since this whole ordeal had begun, Tom felt something pass through him that disturbed 

his tranquility.  He clenched his teeth down on the stirring stick, and Bickford swung the 
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car around in the road, kicking up dust, picking up speed quickly and with haste.  Tom 

saw that the old cop’s face was now set, grim and imperturbable as he tucked into the 

road.  Aletha’s face was hidden, as she was still turned and looking out the window.  In a 

voice that was hard to hear over the road or the engine and the wind now whistling past 

Tom heard the young lady cop say, “What’s going on, Gavin?” 

 Tom looked at him.  Bickford’s face was stone.  In front of them the ambulance 

raced ahead, coming up on a straightaway.  There was a tree farm here, and young 

evergreens covered the earth to either side of them in a field.  The sun was a little bit 

higher now and the washed-yellow took over the pink and the light blue sky started to 

deepen. Tom thought it was going to be a pretty morning. 

 The ambulance and the police cruiser tore along the long stretch of asphalt 

startling a pair of female deer amid the puffy fir trees that bounded away, their white tails 

flashing alarm.  Tom imagined that the two doe had been foraging in the dawn light.  

Deer were polyphasic, doing their resting at different times, day and night, but almost 

always active when the night finally drained away and revealed dawn, or when the dusk 

leeched the light from the forest at the end of the day. 

 They turned off onto a dirt road that disappeared into a shallow valley with the 

eastern mountains vaulting up in the near beyond.  The road took them past a couple of 

spindling apple trees along both shoulders (the legion of fir and spruce trees had come to 

an end about a half a mile before the dirt road driveway), and wound gently toward the 

valley where it declined.   

 Once they crested that rise and started down, Tom could see the house through the 

settling snow that the ambulance kicked up.  It was farm-style, and unlike the popular 

“cure cottages” from the days of tuberculosis, which bore giant porches with mullioned 

windows, it had an expansive, flat, nearly windowless face on the driveway and front 

property, indicating that it was a home that’d been built even further back in the day.  

There was a small outpost building, a shed, really, mostly obscured by the three-storey 

house from this angle.  A barn rested in the valley behind the house, which sat atop the 

beginning of the rise in the land the police car was starting down.  Everything was 

painted gray and white except for the barn which was a sun-blanched gray and brown 

mix.   
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 The ambulance had turned its lights off at the head of the road.  Tom noticed that 

Bickford had never flipped the cruiser lights on at all.  He wore the same grim expression 

he had since he’d gotten off the radio, his thin-lipped mouth dropping down at the 

corners.  They’d driven in silence on the way here – Tom guessed it had been about three 

or four miles since they’d turned around.  There was a somber thrum in the air, a low 

current, the kind a person finds at funerals – the somehow acidic quality to the air, like 

the residue that formed around the points on a car battery, acrid, rusted, alien.  Quiet.  No 

sirens, no chatter over the radio, just the singing of the tires over the road as they’d 

rushed here, the whistling of the wind blowing past.  It was as if the speed had made 

things even quieter somehow.  Now the dirt road rumbled and popped below them, 

underneath a fresh patina of snow.  The ambulance came to a stop midway between the 

house and the barn.  This wasn’t a big important warrant or a drug bust or a hostage 

situation, this was the somber, solemn duty of the most unpleasant aspect of the job that 

Tom could imagine for those egomaniacal cops, each granduering in his own way the 

executive branch position.  We’re making a difference in the world.  

Suicide was not one of the things Tom believed in, anathema to what he was 

taught as a boy, something he knew was yet another stain on humanity.  Suicide had been 

around since man stepped out of the jungle and began the process of civilization.  

Civilization was the major contributor.   

 Bickford brought the cruiser to a slow stop.  Tom couldn’t read much else coming 

from the veteran cop, but in Aletha he sensed nervous apprehension – more than just the 

resignation that was normally hanging around a person in an unpleasant situation; 

something was scaring her a little.  Probably her first time, Tom thought.  While there 

were probably a couple of DBs every year – people dying of natural causes and whatnot – 

Tom got the distinct feeling that Pruitt was a bit of a newbie. 

 Bickford plucked up the radio and thumbed the transmitter.  “2N04 to dispatch.”  

Tom saw his thumb pop up from the button.  Then down again after a period of static 

burst.  “2N04 to dispatch.  Say, Bill, you there?”  Again static.  Bickford hung up the 

radio.  “Fuckin douchebag.”   

 “911?” 
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 “No,” said Bickford.  “The call came in through the department.  Let’s leave it for 

now.  Stay here.”  He looked in the rearview mirror and caught Tom’s eyes.  Seeming to 

think better of it, he turned around.  “Behave,” he said, and Tom could smell something 

like peppermint schnapps on the cop’s breath, and Tom could see something like fear, 

escapading as anger, in the man’s gray, brown-flecked eyes, in the creases around his 

eyes, lines in his forehead.  He was almost entirely gray, Tom saw, but his hair used to be 

black.  Jet black, at one time, no doubt, like Tom’s own. 

 Tom nodded and grinned at the veteran cop and the man then got out.  The cruiser 

lifted off its shocks; Bickford weighed 200 if he was a pound.  Both Tom and Aletha 

watched as he walked around in front of the car and headed over to the ambulance.  The 

driver was getting out – the one that had looked haunted and ghostly as he’d blown by 

their stopped vehicle.  Aletha picked up the radio. 

 “Dispatch, this is 2N04, repeat 2N04, we are at location and responding.  EMTs 

are on site.” 

 Static ensued.  Then, “Copy that, Officer Pruitt.”  It was Bill. 

 “We’ll cordon off the area and be ready to call in the CIU.” 

 “Very good.” 

 Tom watched Aletha.  She pressed the transmitter again after a moment.  

“Where’d you go, Bill?”  She waited for a response.  None came.  Then, a garbled 

transmission, like receipt of another two-way conversation.  “Bill?  Dispatch, you there?”  

The jumbled, indiscernible talk continued, with intermittent static and radio squawk.  The 

squawking ascended in pitch and volume and just when Tom thought Aletha would kill 

the radio, it killed itself.  There was nothing.  She depressed the transmit several times.  It 

was dead. 

 Aletha racked the mike and shifted in her seat, the leather making its noise.  Both 

of them silent, commenting on nothing, they watched the driver and another ambulance 

man – the other EMT – walk around to the rear of the ambulance and open its doors.  

Bickford stood there, and the barn loomed behind him. 

 “Do you think he did it in the barn?”  Tom had to ask. 

 “Shhh,” said Officer Pruitt.  “You heard Officer Bickford.” 

 “Yeah, I heard him.  I just don’t think he’s in the barn,” said Tom. 
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 “You think he’s in the house?”   

 Tom smiled in the backseat, but she hadn’t turned around to notice.  They both 

continued to watch Officer Bickford.  “No,” said Tom, “I don’t think he’s in the house, 

either.” 

 “Well, we’re going to find out – there’s the woman that called it in, I bet,” said 

Pruitt.  Tom saw her.  A woman in a housedress or nightgown, her age maybe in her 

seventies, late seventies, was walking out toward the ambulance and Officer Bickford.  

She had slippers on her feet, worn ones that had once been the color of mint toothpaste 

but were now mostly gray, like Bickford’s hair.  Her arms were folded in front of her.  

The wind was blowing and the snow in the air  whirled around her in tumbling flakes, 

both fresh from the sky and the rest still unsettled from their arrival.  Her thin-looking 

nightgown rippled.  Tom didn’t like looking at her.  “She must be cold,” he said.  “Did 

she come out of the front door?” 

 “I didn’t see h-” This time Aletha did turn around.  “Sit back.  Be quiet.” 

 Tom pushed himself toward the back of the seat.  Outside, the woman was 

pointing, jabbing her finger in the air.  It looked like she was pointing to the barn, but 

Tom knew otherwise.  He didn’t know why he did, he just did.  It was a feeling.  Like the 

one he’d had the night before (or earlier this morning, really) when he’d leaned against 

Cruickshand’s car.  A feeling.  The woman, her hair a frizzled mess, one arm wrapped 

around her chest while she pointed with the other.  The two EMTs had stopped what they 

were doing and were watching her.  They looked confused.  They looked tired.  They 

looked, Tom thought, like they’d prefer to be anywhere else but here.  Bickford had put 

his left hand on the butt of his service revolver.   His other hand was rubbing his jaw.   

 “She’s not pointing at the barn,” said Tom.  The lady cop ignored him.  “She’s 

pointing behind the barn.  In the woods.  Everything’s going to happen in the woods.” 

 The pretty officer spun around on him and her face was flushed.  “Will you 

fucking shut up, please?”  She turned back around. 

 “What happened to the radio?”   

 Still facing forward she said, “Yes, I’m gonna add disorderly to your charge if 

you don’t desist, sir.  You should know what that is.”  Her own voice lowered.  “I 

apologize for the use of inappropriate language,” she said. 
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 “It’s okay.  One last thing – what’s gonna happen about the two missing cops?” 

 Pruitt turned around again, the leather seat squeaking.  She was calmer, but her 

eyes narrowed.  “What did you to have to do with that?” 

 “Nothing,” said Tom.  “But I’d need a lawyer to answer any more of those 

questions.  I just wondered, you know, about protocol.” 

 “You studying to be a police officer?  We’re the Sheriff’s Department.  They 

were State Troopers.  We were advised to bring you in while they organize the search.  

Then we got this call.  Now stop talking.”  Aletha faced forward to the windshield again. 

 Through the glass Tom saw that the elderly woman outside was growing upset.  

He was sure that at any moment she was going to turn towards the police car and look in 

at him.  But, she didn’t.  Bickford was patting the air in front of her with his two hands, a 

calm down gesture.  The EMTs continued to look unhappy. 

 Tom heard a noise and saw that Pruitt’s hand was on the door handle.  It was 

unlikely that Bickford heard, extremely unlikely, it was a small noise, so it was by 

coincidence that he happened to look over.  Now he made a gesture, holding up his one 

minute finger.  Pruitt stayed put, but Tom could tell she was itching to get out. 

 The woman was still pointing during this time, but now she lowered her arm at 

last.  She seemed to resign herself to something, and she seemed practiced at it.  Her body 

slouched.  For a minute, Tom thought it was over after all.  Then he saw her tense one 

more time. 

 Officer Gavin Bickford unholstered his gun. 

 

** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


